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Its AGM time again at NFDS with yet another season over, and because of both mine and my 
wife Sheila and my son Martyn’s progressively deteriorating medical conditions, and other 
commitments, I feel that for the last few years I am not giving the group the time and energy it 
deserves. So sadly this has been my last season as Chairman. 

Looking back on 2012, WOW what a year it has been, beginning with the announcement that 
Rory had being awarded a much deserved MBE in the New Year Honours. Then at the RYA 
National conference in Bedford on 25th February I was presented with an award for my years 
of involvement with Sailability. 

Rory invited me to be her guest at Winsor Castle on 2nd March, to witness her receiving her 
MBE. What a day that was, Rory was dressed as a lady, hat and all, she smiled and glowed 
with pride all day, plus she was speechless when she met the Queen and to this day has no idea 
what they talked about. 

I was not able to fit into the lift in my powerchair, which meant I had to use one of the Castle’s 
wheelchairs, (a none self-propelled type), but I had my own footman for the day, he placed me 
as close to the proceedings as possible, where I was able to see all and hear much of the 
exchange between the Queen and the recipients, although I also could not remember a word 
said to or by Rory. After the investiture my man gave us a private tour of the Castle, 
afterwards Rory treated her family, friends and myself to a celebratory meal in the hotel 
opposite the Castle. 

Xavier’s Mum, Toni nominated NFDS for The Queen’s Award for Voluntary Service which 
meant on 26th March Rory and I were invited to Winchester for a reception for the Hampshire 
finalists. Then on 22nd May Mary, Xavier, Maurice and I travelled to Buckingham Palace to a 
Garden Party for the National finalists. Finally on 26th October the last day of our sailing 
season we received the award from the Lord Lieutenant of Hampshire. 

The last weekend in April saw NFDS hosting the Access Dinghy UK National Championship, 
the weather was not at all kind to us, the clubhouse caught fire, it was a case of wind, rain and 
fire. But NFDS carried on managing enough races for a Championship result; we had a 
brilliant dinner at Sandy Balls Holiday Park on the Saturday. The prize given by Geoff Holt on 
the Sunday, and everybody went away happy, all in all a great success. My thanks to all 
involved with the planning and running of this event. 

NFDS also replaced a 2.4 and an Access 303, the group received a number of donations from 
the likes of Ringwood Sainsbury’s, Poulner Players, The RMDS, The Gannet Trust and The 
Bournemouth Gilbert and Sullivan Society to name a few. 

I’m very proud of NFDS, and I look forward to staying involved with it for many years to 
come. Finally, my sincere thanks to all who have been involved in any way with the running 
and the success of NFDS over the past twelve years, long may it continue. My thanks also go’s 
to Spinnaker for their cooperation over the years, may that also continue. 

Warm Regards Eric 


